June 26, 2020
The P50 Summer Peace Summit brings together women from many countries throughout the world. They will discuss
ways how to overcome current challenges, which were triggered by the pandemic.

The summit will address the question:
How can women contribute to peace in a sustainable development sense?

The topics that will be discussed during the Summit:
Overcoming social consequences of the pandemic
Crisis of the world system of values
Consequences of consumerism on welfare and ecology
Combating misinformation in the media
Formats of global collaborations among women

Women leaders from 5 countries will guide the discussions:
Gülden TÜRKTAN (Turkey), Caroline CODSI (Canada), Marina VOLYNKINA (Russia),
Joynicole MARTINEZ (USA), Marina ZOLOTOVA (USA), Carol KINSEY GOMAN (USA),
Miriam LEITNER (Germany), Theresia ROMBERG-FREDE (Germany), Vanda GAGIANO (RSA).
They are all founders of signiﬁcant social projects, experts in their ﬁelds of activities, and community leaders. The speakers
of the Summit are united by common values and the desire to change the world using the soft power of love
and compassion.
This is the second Summit of P50 community members. The ﬁrst Summer Peace Summit was held in June 2019
in Brussels. Its participants included 50 women from 14 countries.

Online broadcast of the event will take place on June 26, 2020, at 2 pm Moscow time.
The broadcast of the Summit in Russian and English will be available on the website of Peace 50.
Organisers of the Summit
Planning of the Summit and preparation of its agenda were carried out by women leaders from different countries:
Gülden Türktan (Turkey), Founder and the First President of the W20, Chairperson of the Board of IWF Turkey,
former President of the Women Entrepreneurs Association of Turkey (KAGIDER)
Joynicole Martinez (USA), CEO of The Alchemist Agency, Director of Research & Development at World Women
Foundation
Barbara Dietrich (Belgium), Editor-in-Chief of the Diplomatic World Magazine
Marina Volynkina (Russia), Head of the Global Women Media news agency, Rector of the Institute for the Humanities
and Information Technologies (IGUMO)

About Peace 50 community
Peace 50 brings together women from different countries having common values including humanism and aspiration
to sustainable and harmonious development. Participants of the community take the responsibility for preservation

of peace among peoples and cultures.
The community includes women leaders from different countries each of whom carries out unique projects in her ﬁeld
of activity. Such a number of participants makes it possible to provide conditions for real dialogue and mutual enrichment
with ideas.
Peace 50 members constantly interact with one another between the summits and exchange their ideas
and competencies. Powerful social initiatives appear as a result. You can learn more about them in the Impact
Projects section on the website of the Global Women Media news agency.
The absence of member fees and no attachment to government structures are the two key principles
of the community.
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